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WING-GILLED LANDFISH
Wing-gilled Landfish have the barbed
head of a particularly ugly fish atop a
long, serpentine body that ends in
a scorpion-like barb. They have
long-fingered hands at the end
of short arms and a pair of vestigial,
dragonesque wings. They occasionally
have rings adorning their fingers.
● Length: 12–15 feet.
● Weight: 300–400 lbs.
● Lifespan: 8–10 years.
LOCATION: Wing-gilled Landfish
live in and around rapidly flowing
water, in particular the Jakken Rapids
on the River Sixx in Tealfordshire.
ACTIVITY: Wing-gilled Landfish
alternate between eating and
sleeping. They wait camouflaged until
prey comes along, pounce and eat, then
spend a week mostly comatose while
they digest. They can easily go several
weeks without eating.
EATING: Wing-gilled Landfish eat large
mammals by preference, capable of swallowing
medium-sized creatures whole.
FIGHT OR FLIGHT: Wing-gilled Landfish are
fearsome fighters and rarely run away, although
some metal clad prey may seem too much
trouble to be worth their while. They attempt to
constrict their prey with their long body while
simultaneously paralysing it with poison from
their barbed tail. If in the water, they will also
sink below the surface to drown their victims.
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Wing-gilled Landfish
Large monstrosity, neutral
Armor Class
17 (natural armor)
Hit Points
150 (20d10 + 40)
Speed
30 ft., swim 50ft.
STR

DEX

CON

18 (+4) 14 (+2) 14 (+2)
Saving Throws
Skills
Senses
Damage Resistances
Languages
Challenge

INT
8 (-1)

WIS

CHA

14 (+2) 12 (+1)

Str +7, Con +7
Athletics +7, Stealth +5, Perception +5
darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 15
acid, poison, and piercing and slashing damage from non-magical attacks
—
7 (2,900 XP)

Amphibious. Wing-gilled landfish can breathe in air or water.
Constrictor. A creature grappled by the wing-gilled landfish takes 9 (2d4 + 4) bludgeoning damaging at the
start of the creature’s turn.
Glutton. A wing-gilled landfish who has eaten a Medium or larger creature within the past three days is
sluggish and therefore has disadvantage on Dexterity checks and saving throws.
Natural Camouflage. A wing-gilled landfish who is not moving and has had at least ten minutes to prepare
has advantage on Dexterity (Stealth) checks to hide in riverine surroundings.
Actions
Multiattack. The wing-gilled landfish makes a Bite attack, a Paralysing Sting attack, and a Grab attack.
Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 11 (2d6 + 4) piercing damage.
Grab. Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach 5 ft., one Medium or smaller target. Hit: 7 (1d6 + 4) bludgeoning
damage and the target is grappled (escape DC 15). While the target is grappled, it is restrained.
Paralysing Strike (recharge 3–6). Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach 10 ft., one target. Hit: 15 (2d10 + 4)
piercing damage and the target must succeed on a DC 15 Constitution saving throw or be paralyzed for one
hour.
Swallow. The wing-gilled landfish swallows a Medium or smaller creature that is paralyzed. While
swallowed, the target is blinded and restrained, it has total cover against attacks and other effects outside
the wing-gilled landfish, and it takes 14 (4d6) acid damage at the start of each of the landfish's turns. A
wing-gilled landfish can have only one creature swallowed at a time.
If the wing-gilled landfish takes 20 damage or more on a single turn from the swallowed creature, the
landfish must succeed on a DC 14 Constitution saving throw at the end of that turn or regurgitate the
creature, which falls prone in a space within 10 feet of the landfish. If the wing-gilled landfish dies, a
swallowed creature is no longer restrained by it and can escape from the corpse by using 5 feet of
movement, exiting prone.
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FEEEEEESH’K (WING-GILLED LANDFISH NPC)
Feeeeeesh’k
Large monstrosity (wing-gilled landfish), chaotic neutral
Armor Class
17 (natural armor)
Hit Points
170 (20d10 + 60)
Speed
30 ft., swim 50ft.
STR

DEX

CON

INT

WIS

CHA

18 (+4) 15 (+2) 16 (+3) 14 (+2) 14 (+2) 11 (+0)
Saving Throws
Skills
Senses
Damage Immunities
Damage Resistances
Languages
Challenge

Str +7, Con +7
Athletics +7, Stealth +5, Perception +5
darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 15
cold and fire from non-magical attacks
acid, poison, and piercing and slashing damage from non-magical attacks
Feeeeeesh'k can understand common but not speak
8 (3,900 XP)

Amphibious. Feeeeeesh'k can breathe in air or water.
Constrictor. A creature grappled by Feeeeeesh'k takes 9 (2d4 + 4) bludgeoning damaging at the start of the
creature’s turn.
Glutton. If Feeeeeesh'k has eaten a Medium or larger creature within the past three days is sluggish and
therefore has disadvantage on Dexterity checks and saving throws.
Natural Camouflage. If Feeeeeesh'k is not moving and has had at least ten minutes to prepare, has
advantage on Dexterity (Stealth) checks to hide in riverine surroundings.
Rings of Fire and Ice. Feeeeeesh'k wears a matching pair of rings known as rings of fire and ice (see side
bar).
Actions
Multiattack. Feeeeeesh'k makes a Bite attack, a Paralysing Sting attack, and a Grab attack.
Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 11 (2d6 + 4) piercing damage.
Grab. Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach 5 ft., one Medium or smaller target. Hit: 7 (1d6 + 4) bludgeoning
damage and the target is grappled (escape DC 15). While the target is grappled, it is restrained.
Paralysing Strike (recharge 3–6). Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach 10 ft., one target. Hit: 15 (2d10 + 4)
piercing damage and the target must succeed on a DC 15 Constitution saving throw or be paralyzed for one
hour.
Swallow. Feeeeeesh'k swallows a Medium or smaller creature that is paralyzed. While swallowed, the
target is blinded and restrained, it has total cover against attacks and other effects outside the wing-gilled
landfish, and it takes 14 (4d6) acid damage at the start of each of the landfish's turns. Feeeeeesh'k can have
only one creature swallowed at a time.
If Feeeeeesh'k takes 20 damage or more on a single turn from the swallowed creature, Feeeeeesh'k must
succeed on a DC 14 Constitution saving throw at the end of that turn or regurgitate the creature, which falls
prone in a space within 10 feet of the Feeeeeesh'k. If Feeeeeesh'k dies, a swallowed creature is no longer
restrained by it and can escape from the corpse by using 5 feet of movement, exiting prone.
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Rings of Fire and Ice

Ring, very rare (requires att
unement)
While you are wearing the
se rings, you are immune
to cold and fire damage fro
attacks and have advantage
m non-magical
on saving throws against
magical attacks that deal
damage. In addition, the
cold or fire
rings have 5 charges. Wh
ile wearing them, you can
expend 1 or more of its cha
use an action to
rges to cast the magic mis
sile spell from it. For 1 cha
1st-level version of the spe
rge, you cast the
ll. You can increase the spe
ll slot level by one for eac
charge you expend. The rin
h additional
gs regain 1d4 + 1 expended
charges daily at dawn.
Curse. These rings are cur
sed, a fact that is not reveal
ed if both rings are target
spell at the same time. If
ed by an identify
you are wearing just one
of the rings while you att
cursed. While cursed, you
une
to it, you are
believe that you have adv
antage on saving throws aga
fire damage, but actually
ins
t cold and
have disadvantage. You can
not use the rings to cast ma
addition, after each long res
gic missile. In
t you lose 1 point of Const
itution. If your Constitutio
from this effect, your dead
n drops to zero
body is consumed by an icy
blue flame and cannot be
means short of a wish. Bei
revived by any
ng the target of remove cur
se removes the curse, as do
the second ring and attuni
es putting on
ng to it.

DESCRIPTION: Feeeeeesh’k is a striking
combination of hideous and beautiful. Its head
resembles the worst undersea nightmares while
its body is glittering, glistening rainbow of
iridescent scales. Feeeeeesh’k wears two rubyencrusted rings, one on each hand.
MOTIVATIONS: Aside from food, Feeeeeesh’k
covets a potion or wand of polymorph self.
Having once traded a wizard's captured servant
for its own beautiful body, Feeeeeesh’k would
like nothing more than to transform its head
into the sleek form of a wolf or dragon.

EQUIPMENT: Feeeeeesh'k wears a matching pair
of rings known as rings of fire and ice. See the
side bar for details.
LAIR & VALUABLES: Feeeeeesh’k lives and sleeps
in a cavern on the banks of the River Sixx.
Accessible only from under the water, it is cool,
dry, and full of reflective objects, ranging from
pots and pans to breastplates to small handmirrors. Some of them are no doubt magical.

TRAITS & MANNERISMS: Feeeeeesh’k loves to
swim, and can sometimes be found frolicking in
the waters of the River Sixx, south of Brignorth.
It loves to hunt barbel and toss them onto the
river banks and watch them flipping and
flopping until they die.
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BRIGNORTH

JAKKEN RAPIDS

Sitting between the top and bottom of Brig Tor,
this town is divided between Hightown and
Lowtown. Hightown is where the town’s rich
and noble reside. It is also home to the Knight of
Brignorth, Hestel Vinethorn, who governs here.
Apart from to attend the town’s summer
tourneys, he rarely ventures forth from
Highcastle, spending his days surrounded by
advisors and mead. The River Sixx flows
through Lowtown, a ramshackle and earthy set
of dwellings and shops that extends into the
caves and passages that cut deep into the base of
the tor.

The Jakken Rapids is where the River Sixx falls
200 feet over three sets of highly dangerous
rapids. Navigable only by the most agile of small
vessels crewed by the most skilled of pilots, the
waters here are not the only dangers. Landfish
prey on any souls not prepared to take the much
safer, if slower, road which runs along the river’s
eastern bank.

In the summer months, the banks of the river
are vibrant with tourneys and fairs. The jousting
events are legendary and murderously brutal,
and anyone is free to take part at their own risk
— knight or not. The dead from the tourneys,
especially the grand and petit mêlées, are tossed
into the river if no one claims the corpses. This
has caused a considerable spike in the pike
population south of Brignorth. Though none
have grown in size to rival the giant pike lurking
at the bottom of the Atlas near Shelfold, many
are large enough to drag a man to the river
bottom, and there
are more of them.
Brigfolk never
swim past the
town’s southern
boundary markers
and if they do,
they are rarely
seen again.

HEX 0918
A snoring hill giant sleeps up against an old,
fallen oak tree. He wears a loincloth and has two
dead pigs tied with rope as a cushion for his bald
head. This is Roger. Roger has been eating
hallucinogenic mushrooms found in a nearby
wood. If woken, he believes that the characters
are his masters, and apologises profusely for
falling asleep and not bringing them the pigs. He
also keeps seeing giant pigs floating in the sky
like clouds. This wears off gradually over the
next hour. Then, he goes fucking mental!
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Based on a twisted, dark tudor, fantasy version of the real-life middle of England.
A roaring success in its original Swords & Wizardry version, this setting won a Gold ENnie award for
its cartography at the 2018 ENnie Awards.
It is captivating and unique, and deserves to be on your 5E gaming table.

What is The Midderlands?
A green-hued, dark-fantasy setting and bestiary set in a twisted middle-England.
Situated in the middle of Havenland is an area known by the ancestors as the Middle Havenlands.
They don’t use that name much anymore, preferring to talk lazily, and skip letters. In strange
accents, often misheard and little understood by those outside of the central region - they call it ‘The
Midderlands’, and themselves ‘Midfolk’ or ‘Midderlanders’.
Everywhere though, the Midderlands is tainted by a green-tinged menace that rises from
‘Middergloom’, the deep and mysterious realms beneath the surface. It affects nature and order.
Sometimes subtly and sometimes catastrophically. Middergloom is often described as hell bathed in
green fire and flames. Green-tinged, viscid slime; noxious, acrid vapours, and miasmas of
hopelessness creep upwards from below. Amongst them, viridian-coloured demons, lime-green
tentacles and other malachite horrors claw their way to the surface to wreak havoc. The Lords of the
land are always working to keep things at bay. They fight endlessly as if holding back a torrent of
despair.
Things stir in this viridian-hued landscape. Evil eyes blink and watch. Teeth and claws scratch and
sharpen. Gaping maws slobber and drool.
All is not content in the Midderlands.
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THE MIDDERLANDS 5E BOOK
Creatures
25 Fully-detailed creatures
Each creature provided with an NPC
version.
Some creatures include rules for using as
playable races.
A large poster hex map of The Midderlands
Detailed geographic setting information
29 Fixed hex descriptions
3 Random hex descriptions
16 Hamlets (5 mapped)
11 Small towns (3 mapped)
8 Large towns (5 mapped)
25 Points of interest
Information on currency, effects of
gloomium, gods, and the dialect.
New layout
Many pieces of new artwork

INCLUDES:

New cartography from ENnie Awardwinning cartographer, Glynn Seal.
Adventure
1 Short introductory adventure
6 Adventure ideas
Loads of ‘game-juice’ to get your ideas
flowing.
Oddities
4 Flora
13 Fauna (including birds, fish, bugs,
and more.)
5 Spells
13 Items
Appendices
Tables of names
Tables of ‘Crap You Find On Midfolk’

Please pledge your support NOW!
Click to go to the Kickstarter page
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OGL
Product Identity: The following items are hereby
identified as Product Identity, as defined in the Open
Game License 1.0a, Section 1(e), and are not Open
Content: All trademarks, registered trademarks, proper
names (characters, deities, etc.), dialogue, plots,
storylines, locations, characters, artworks, and trade
dress. (Elements that have previously been designated as
Open Game Content are not included in this
declaration.)
Open Content: Except for material designated as
Product Identity (see above), the game mechanics of this
game product are Open Game Content, as defined in the
Open Game License version 1.0a Section 1(d). No
portion of this work other than the material designated as
Open Game Content may be reproduced in any form
without written permission.

OPEN GAME LICENSE
VERSION 1.0a
The following text is the property of Wizards of the
Coast, Inc. and is Copyright 2000 Wizards of the Coast,
Inc ("Wizards"). All Rights Reserved.
1. Definitions: (a)"Contributors" means the copyright
and/or trademark owners who have contributed Open
Game Content; (b)"Derivative Material" means
copyrighted material including derivative works and
translations (including into other computer languages),
potation, modification, correction, addition, extension,
upgrade, improvement, compilation, abridgment or other
form in which an existing work may be recast,
transformed or adapted; (c) "Distribute" means to
reproduce, license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly
display, transmit or otherwise distribute; (d)"Open Game
Content" means the game mechanic and includes the
methods, procedures, processes and routines to the
extent such content does not embody the Product
Identity and is an enhancement over the prior art and
any additional content clearly identified as Open Game
Content by the Contributor, and means any work
covered by this License, including translations and
derivative works under copyright law, but specifically
excludes Product Identity. (e) "Product Identity" means
product and product line names, logos and identifying
marks including trade dress; artifacts; creatures
characters; stories, storylines, plots, thematic elements,
dialogue, incidents, language, artwork, symbols, designs,
depictions, likenesses, formats, poses, concepts, themes
and graphic, photographic and other visual or audio
representations; names and descriptions of characters,
spells, enchantments, personalities, teams, personas,
likenesses and special abilities; places, locations,
environments, creatures, equipment, magical or
supernatural abilities or effects, logos, symbols, or
graphic designs; and any other trademark or registered
trademark clearly identified as Product identity by the
owner of the Product Identity, and which specifically
excludes the Open Game Content; (f) "Trademark"
means the logos, names, mark, sign, motto, designs that
are used by a Contributor to identify itself or its products

or the associated products contributed to the Open Game
License by the Contributor (g) "Use", "Used" or "Using"
means to use, Distribute, copy, edit, format, modify,
translate and otherwise create Derivative Material of
Open Game Content. (h) "You" or "Your" means the
licensee in terms of this agreement.
2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game
Content that contains a notice indicating that the Open
Game Content may only be Used under and in terms of
this License. You must affix such a notice to any Open
Game Content that you Use. No terms may be added to
or subtracted from this License except as described by the
License itself. No other terms or conditions may be
applied to any Open Game Content distributed using this
License.
3. Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game
Content You indicate Your acceptance of the terms of
this License.
4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for
agreeing to use this License, the Contributors grant You a
perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license
with the exact terms of this License to Use, the Open
Game Content.
5. Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are
contributing original material as Open Game Content,
You represent that Your Contributions are Your original
creation and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the
rights conveyed by this License.
6. Notice of License Copyright: You must update the
COPYRIGHT NOTICE portion of this License to include
the exact text of the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open
Game Content You are copying, modifying or
distributing, and You must add the title, the copyright
date, and the copyright holder's name to the
COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original Open Game
Content you Distribute.
7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any
Product Identity, including as an indication as to
compatibility, except as expressly licensed in another,
independent Agreement with the owner of each element
of that Product Identity. You agree not to indicate
compatibility or co-adaptability with any Trademark or
Registered Trademark in conjunction with a work
containing Open Game Content except as expressly
licensed in another, independent Agreement with the
owner of such Trademark or Registered Trademark. The
use of any Product Identity in Open Game Content does
not constitute a challenge to the ownership of that
Product Identity. The owner of any Product Identity used
in Open Game Content shall retain all rights, title and
interest in and to that Product Identity.
8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content
You must clearly indicate which portions of the work that
you are distributing are Open Game Content.
9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated
Agents may publish updated versions of this License. You
may use any authorized version of this License to copy,
modify and distribute any Open Game Content originally
distributed under any version of this License.

10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of
this License with every copy of the Open Game Content
You Distribute.
11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or
advertise the Open Game Content using the name of any
Contributor unless You have written permission from the
Contributor to do so.
12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to
comply with any of the terms of this License with respect
to some or all of the Open Game Content due to statute,
judicial order, or governmental regulation then You may
not Use any Open Game Material so affected.
13. Termination: This License will terminate
automatically if You fail to comply with all terms herein
and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming
aware of the breach. All sublicenses shall survive the
termination of this License.
14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is held
to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed
only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.
15. COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Open Game License v 1.0a. © 2000, Wizards of the
Coast, Inc.
System Reference Document. Copyright 2000-2003,
Wizards of the Coast, Inc.; Authors Jonathan Tweet,
Monte Cook, Skip Williams, Rich Baker, Andy Collins,
David Noonan, Rich Redman, Bruce R. Cordell, John D.
Rateliff, Thomas Reid, James Wyatt, based on original
material by E. Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson.
System Reference Document 5.0 Copyright 2016,
Wizards of the Coast, Inc.; Authors Mike Mearls, Jeremy
Crawford, Chris Perkins, Rodney Thompson, Peter Lee,
James Wyatt, Robert J. Schwalb, Bruce R. Cordell, Chris
Sims, and Steve Townshend, based on original material
by E. Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson.
Swords & Wizardry Core Rules. Copyright 2008,
Matthew J. Finch
Swords & Wizardry Complete Rules. Copyright 2010,
Matthew J. Finch
The Midderlands. © 2017, Glynn Seal (MonkeyBlood
Design & Publishing); Authors Glynn Seal, Edwin Nagy
and Mark Nolan.
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